Art Supply Fee (this is new)
This year, our NEISD visual arts director is encouraging all art teachers to charge an art supply
fee, rather than provide art kits or extensive supply lists. Our Tejeda art fee will be $20 per art
student and you will be able to pay that through a school pay program. The link will be posted
on the stream page in Google Classroom. The art fee will allow us to purchase quality supplies
in bulk, thus lowering the cost. It will also be less work for you, searching for and purchasing a
long list of items.

Supply List
There still are a few basics that we need each student to bring:
●

●

●
●
●

A sketchbook, 9X12” (Ordering online will get it here in plenty of time and the nearby
stores will probably run out this time of year.) It doesn’t have to be these brands,but
something like these will work well: Canson Drawing Paper Sketch or Strathmore
Drawing Sketchbook This one has higher quality drawing paper, Canson Mixed Media
Sketch
# 2 Wooden Pencils (I’m not going to put a set amount on this but it’s really nice when
they can have a box of a dozen or so pencils that they can leave in their art bin in the
classroom.)
Hand held pencil sharpener
A large pink or white eraser. (The erasers on the ends of pencils don’t last very long).
For Art 2 and HS Art 1 - a set of drawing pencils. (They don’t have to be
Faber-Castell. I’ve gotten sets at Walmart that work just fine.) Art 1 students are
welcome to get these too if they’d like. The softer pencil leads in the set will allow for
richer values in their drawings. Faber-Castell Graphite Pencil Set

Optional Supplies
If students do not wish to share supplies such as:
Scissors
Rulers
Tape
Glue
Crayons

Markers
Color pencils
Paint brushes,
they are welcome to bring their own and store them in their art bins in the classroom. Otherwise
we will be able to share class sets of these items.

